
CHAPTER III 

The Concept:of •synthetic a Priori' in the Second Critique 

. 
The Critiq,ue of Pure ~~ and the ~_gu~__2f· 

Practical Reason have important similarities. The business - --- . 0 

of a philosopher in both the •critiques • is the same. In 
' 

the •first •critique• Kant has taken 'for granted our ordinary 

knowledge o~ objects and our scientific knowledg~• 1 • The 

business of· a philosopher is not to. substitUl;«.: a new type of . 

science but • simr.!.y to isolate and exhibit the a priori 

elements involved in our theoretical knowledge of objects. 

In the second •critlque• Kant is concerned not with 

theoretical knowledge but with moral knowledge, 

wh.i,ch is· concerned not with what .is but with ··~hat ought to 

beu Her~ aiso the function of a philosopher, according 

to :Kant, 1 is ·not to substitute a new system ~f 111orality put 
I • 

.. 
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to discov~r •,•the a p~iori principles according to which we 

2 judge when we make moral judgments 11 • 

Again, both the • critiques • deal with • Reason'. l?\tt 

inspite of these sirnU.aritie~, it;: is not qifficult to guess 

fran the title alont~ of the second 1 criti~e' that i,t is 

differen;(~ fran the first one in an important way. '!hough 

in both the •cri~iques• Kant. is concerned with 'Reason•, a 

faculty of ::-: Lnd, the two 1 critiques • deal with a different 

aspect or function o:E it the first 'critique' with the 
I 

~heoretical function or use and the second with the 

practical function or use of reason. In its theoretical 

funct:ion reason determines the object given in intuition. 

'It applied itself, as it were, to a datum given from another 

source than reason itself. In its practical function, 

however, rea!:i>on is the source· of its object;. it is concerned 

with moral cl"ioice,. not with applying categories to the O.ata 

of s~se intuition• 3 • 

Judgment, ace ording to Ka.n t, is . the unit of kno wl eds.Je · 

and since.the sec·.)nd •critique' is not qoncerned with the 

acquisition of knowledge, it .. is not easy to follow how Kant 

can, in the second •critique•, at all speak of any variety 
. : . . 

of judgment recognised in the first 'critique•. But Kant 

hq.s actually idone this. 'Syntheti~ judgm~ts ••• are about 

something. which is, has been, or will be the case, or about 

i . 
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something which ought to be the case. JUdgments of the first 

' 4 
type are theQre'!=ical, of the second practical• • T.tle 

hypothetical: and categorical imperatives, KaQt tells us, are 

instances of'analytioal and ~ynt~et~c a p~iori. judgments, 

respectively. 

But as we pass to the second 1 critique • ··from the. first 

one, one thing that strikes us is that Kant continues to 

stick to hi~· firm convieltion that all judgments with:.:>ut 

exception do·not fit into the schem~ either·of 1Analytic"a 
Q 

priori• or of •synthe~ic a posteriori~. This time, of course, 

he attempts to vindicate his belief in a different direction. 

Here he is concerned not with how synthetic a priori 

theoret.ical. juqgmen·ts are possibl·e, but with the synth~tic 

a priori character. of moral judgments. It may be observe~ 
G 

here that when Kant claims •synthetic a priori• character 
I 

for moral judgments he does not claim this for every indivi-

dual moral. judgment but for the principles in accordance 

with which such judgments can be truE7lY made •. Kant believes 

that we do have or make synthetic a priori moral judgments. 

Thus in connection with the above conviction of Kant in. the 

two •critiques • the difference appears to lie not with 'the 

qualification .• synthetic a priori • but simpLy with the thing 
I • I 'llti 
; 

so qualified, i.e., •judgment•. But it remains to be seen 
. . i 

whetp.er t~e qualification does not srlently change its" 

mean~ng with.the change o~ context. •Do we have _synthetic a 
I . 
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I 

priori judgm~ts in the context of moral exp~rience in 
! 
' I 

exact).y the S131Ile sense in which we have them lin connection 

with theor~tical experience 1 

If we do. not like to drag the debate any further, we 

z:nay adopt ·at the very outset the positivlstic asswnption 

that 1 only judgments which can be verified by sense are 
i • "" 

true 1 and say that moral judgments not being so verifi~le 

and hence not. being true are not judgments at all. 'Ihus 

there is n~ point in discussing in 'what sense such judqments 

are s,ynthetic a priori. ~t this liqe of approach should be 
. 

avoided on some vital groWl~S. Fi·rst~ it is obvious that 

there is no reason to accept this positivistic assumption 
. 

to be true if sensous-experience is the only criterion of 

accepting anything to be tiue. It itself cannot be so 

verified. · second, in asserting the possibility of synth:etic 

a pr,i.ori judgments Kant is posing a challenge to the 

authenticity of the assumption that being sensibly verifiable 

and being true are identical. This very assumption which 

Kant himself challenges oen not be reasonaill.y used as a 

premise to challenge Kant's position. MOreover, if this 

criterion· t~ ~dopted, the synthetic a priori judgments.of 

the first britique w.ill not f.-air any better. 

D 
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'!here is a sense in which we may assert that in using 

the expres:sion •synthetic a priori' with refc:rrence to the 

moral law Kant is not making a· new stipulation. And Kant 

himself believes that in claiming synthetic a priori 

judgments in the fields of mathematics, physics and moral 

thought he' is·not using the expression •synthetic a priori• 
I 

in different senses. The expression · • synthetic a priori • is 

a combination' of two distinct terms, •synthetic' and 

• a priori •. '!he meaning of these tenns have been separately 

clarified by Kant in the first •critique•. If we stick to 

this original sense, i.e., the sense in Which they have·been 

used in the first •critique•, .each tenn is applicable to the 
0 

•categorical imperative', Ttk.ich is, according to Kant, a 
I • I 

synthe'tic a priori judgment in the second 1 critique •. A 
I 

proposition is synthetic, holds Kant in the first •.critique•, 

11if its negatioo is not a contradicti0n in terms. It is a 

priori if it is logic::ally independendent ·of any proposition 

which describes sense-impress.ions••5 • 'lbe proposition that a 
' . 

rational will ;is subject to. the categorical imperative can be 

denied without self-contradiction. 
i ' 

Again, this proposit~on, 

even .the e~pi~icists would admit, can not be shown to be' 

logically ~ependent on any .proposition describing sense . , I l 
' -imprr~si~s. 'lhe proposition is :J:>oth, synthete'f.c ·and a 

,· 

p~iori. · 
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'Ihus we m~y be tempted to conclude that the ·expressioo :· 

·~~thetic a priori• is applicable. to moral judgments as 

well as t<D theoretical ooes, meaning thereby that we have 
. j ' I a 

I I . 
syntp~tic 1 a priori judgments in t~e second 1 Cfi~ique• in the 

sense in which we have them 'in the first•critique•. 

'Ihe meaning of a given combinat.ion of words is not 

always a logical product of the meanings of the individUal 

' words enterir~g into ~hat combination. The combinaticn 

•syntheti~ a.priori 1 as used by Kant in the first •critique• 
I 

is a good exCilnple o:e this. In the first • critique • when 

Kant calls any judgment synthetid a priOl;'i, he uses the 

expression • synthetic a priori 1 ·!n a technicai sense. By 

synthetic a priori judgments ~ant here means principles which 

state the .co~ditions of the possibility of theoretical 

knowledge. The principle of·causation, •every event has a 

cause • is,, e.ccordin9 to Kant, a synthetic a priori judgment· 

because w~ ca!n not have any form of !"-heoretical knowledge,· 
' . 

empirical ·or :a priori ,~ithout assuming it to be true. Thus 

to say that a moral judgment ·is synthetic and is also a:priori 

is not to say that we have •synthetic a priori• judgments in 

the second •critique• in the·"sense in which we have suc{l 

judgments :in the f~rst one~ 

' 
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The ·synthetic a priori'judgments, according to Kant, 

express conditions or assumptions required for the 

possibility of theoretical knowledge· and Kant claims to have 

given a c'omplete llst of such judgments in the first 

•critique~•. 11 Just as Kant believes he has discovered all 

the categ'ories and their schemata, so he believes he has 

discovered the synthetic a priori principles of all pos.sible 

objective exi;:>erience 116 • If .. thi~ claim itJ right then from 

the mere fact that the synthetic a priori moral judgments 

have not occured in the first •critique' it follows that 

they are of a different typ~ from those occuring there. 

But this does not mean that if Kant's claim were false, 

if that list: of synthetic a priori judgments he thought 

complete were not really so, we could include the synthetic 

a priori moral judgments in the first •critique•. In other 

words, what ~e intend to mean is that we can not have syn

thetic a priori judgments in the'second •critique• in 

exactly the same s.ense in which we have such judgments in 

the first •critique•. It may, however, be stated here that 
[ : 

Kant •·s claim;, as a matter of fact, is not right. Komer 

holds that 11 l<ant was mistaken in regarding Newton's physics 
I 

as containing all ·the possible types. of objectj ve empirical 

.. 
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judgment and consequently in regarding h~s own list of a 
. 1 

priori principles as canplete 11 • 

~t us ccnsider, in this connecticn, an important 

feature of alz · synthetic a pri'ori judgments. . All synthetic 

a priori judgments,· .no matter wnether they belODg to the 

first or to the seco.nd •critique', holds Kant, ere necessary. 

Necessity is a mark of e priority. rut what does •·necessity• 

mean 1 It admits of d1f£ilrent interpretation&. A proposi

tion is necessary if we can not deny it without seJ.~ 

-contradiction.. 'Ihis is the sense in which the analyti<;=al 

propositioias are necessary. This necessity ia kDOl!ll u 

logical necessity. &t no synthetic a prJ,ori propositions 

can be necessary in this sense simPlY .becauae they are. 

supposed to be synthetic. 1 'lhe n.ecessity of the synthetic a· 

priori' theoretical judgment$ consi'sts 'in thei.t being 

conditions or assump-tions of our having any experience of 

objects in space and time. 'lhia nscus.i.ty hu bem tamed 
. . 

•transcendental necessity•. .It is conditicnel ana ao it 

res&rn.bl.es Kant's 'hyp.otbetical imperativaa', wbJ.ah uo 

of the form •.oo this if you want this•. ·~ event baa a 

cause•, for axample41' '"hich is' a synthetic a priori proposi

tion of the first 'critique',is necessary only if there ·is 

human experience and if hwnan rEUIBOn has only a 'logical use 1 
.• 

If human reason or intellect h.ad a •real U:ae• • we coUld do 
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without the synthetic u priori principlea of thear.tiaal 

knowledge. ·In other words, in th&t case the ayntheUc: a 

priori judgments of the fi'rst 'critique' waud· cease to be 

necessary for the acquisition of knOWledge. Kant has 

recos;ynJ.sed a dJ.stJ.nctJ.cl:tn between a 'logical use '1 end a • real 

use• of reason br intel.l.ec=t. "In ita _1 logiaal 1 use the 

function of the intoll•ot is to tnt~lectualiu the datu of 

sense or, in language Kant wee i;o malt• fami.liu later, . 

'bring them to concepts' ••• It is not, that ia to ~Jay, 

a source· of Jmowledc;Je on its own account •• • .By contrast 

t!:he • real ' use of the J.ntell~ct is cne in which the faculty 

acts J.nde~:~dently •=>f any other. 3he functj.<m Of the · 

intellect in thia aspect is not the mere conceptualization 

o£ the given,. bl.tt the production of k.!lOWledgo a1 its 01111 

account,.a~ 

But the moral principle,. the cat-.go.rical imperative is 

not necessary in this sensa. We are not required to ab'.:3wne 

any moral principle to think .about matters of fact. Our 
• 

experience of the world of obj eats is not af,f~ed by wha1; 
' .. · 

moral' priqc:iple we hap'*' to subscribe. tott 'rhia,. of course,. 

does nat: mean that the c:atag'Qrical imperative is not , . 
objoctive. It is t.tue that the term. • objectivity• •is used 

in complete different senses and often with no clear meaning 

. at all 119• a.tt yet it is without doubt th~t tba objectivity 

of the categorical imperat~ve is something d.ifferct frcm 

•. 
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that of the. synthetic a priori, judgments of the· first ·~·· 

• critique•. 11 It is clear ·that the objectivity. or, if we like, 

the absolute validity of the categorical imperative must be 

different from the objectivity of the synthetic· a priori 

principles which are the ccnditions of the ... experience 'of 
I 

physical obJects and soience. '!he categorical imperati~ni 

does not, whatever else its fun<?tion may b.e, confer objecti

vity on perceptual judgments. The apprehensic:n of i.t and 

the • fee·ling• of respect for the law which accc.mpanies it 

may conflict wit;h desires which oan be described by 

perceptual judgments. But it modifies neither these desires 

nor their· description u10 • 

(.- IV J 

, It may, thus, be suggested that though we can not have 

synthetic a p.riori judgments 'in the second •.critique 1 in 

exactly the same sense in which we have suchjJudgments in 

the first •critique•, we can speak o.f synthetic a priori 

judgments in the second •critique', though in a sl~ghtly 

different .sense - in the serlse of beling conditions of what 

we ought to do• In what folJ.ows let us see whether the· 

categorical imperative, which is a synthetic a priori 

judgment, ·according to Kant, supplies a necessary require

ment for the determination of obligaticn or duty, the 

.. 
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ultimate test of moral judgn·ent. 

That.we have moral consciousness, holds Kant, is.~ 

undebatable fact of experience. 
. . . 

We tnake moral judgments 

like, •we ought to speak the truth •. ·'lhe moral judgments 

are different from theoretical jud9ffients, like, •rain is 
... ;• 

more frequent in the summer than in any other season •. 'lhe 

theoretical judgments express what is the case. The moral 

judgments'· on the other hand; are concerne'd with what we 

ought to do~ and not with how men actually do behave:·. But 

moral judgments and theoretical judgments are alike in the 

important respect' that none of them is a matter of cap;rioe. 

vlhether we judge something to be the case or judge oo action 

to be moral we judge according to de_finite objective laws 
• 

or principles. AB l<an_.t differs from the empiricists in 

holding t~at the theoretical judgments are not subjective 

association of'ideas so also he differs from them in holding 

that a moral judgment is not an expression of our subje(.:tiv·e 

feeling of approvaJ; or disapproval. An action is a moral . . 
action or a duty because of the principle or law by which it 

is determ~ned. According to Kant, the moral value of the 

action lieS II in the maxim aCCOrding tO whiCh it haS been 

11 decided upon 11 • • 'lhere is em element of cQnpul.sion in : 

morality. : 'Ihe linguistic expression of this compulsion· or 
. . i 

command is called by Kant an • imperative • · 1 and as 
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distinguish~d from the hypothetical imperatives~ which are 

based on the contingent fqcts of ind~vidual de0ires and 

interests, the supreme principle of morality is called by 

Kant the •categorical imperative•. "Hypothetical imp~ratives 

are the expressions of commands which are conditional on . 

in>-linations or purposes. 

order to achif!lve that u12 • 

'!hey have the form· 1 Do this 1.n 

In such imperat.ives the actioos . . . 
commanded; says Copleston, 11 are conceived as being g?Od with 

a view to attaining a certain 'end1113 • 'Ihe actions are not 

such which ought _to be done for their own sake. Hypothetical 

imperatives .are either 'imperatives of skill' or 'imperatives 

of prudence •. 'Ibis distinction depends on the purpose on. 

which the commanO.s are conditional. In one case the purpose 
; 

is contingent and in the other necessary for all human 

beings. But this does not make any difference to their 

essential natura, they have the same form. ••categorical 

imperatives~ on the other hand, express commands which are 

not conditionpl on 'any purpose at all. '!hey_ are not of the 

form • Do this in o.r;der -to achieve that 1 , b.J.t simply 1 Do :this •. u14 · 
. . 

• It C\X\'Unands, that is to say, that the maxims which serve 

as our principles· of volition should confo.on to universal 

1 ,15 aw • 

The categorical imperative is, according to Kant, a 

synthetic a priori judgment. But as distinguished from· .a 
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synthetic a priori theoretical judgment of the first · 
fi- • 

•critique• it is
1
,practical synthetic a priori, judgment. 

11 'lhat is to say, it does not, extend our theoretical knowledge 

of objects, as is done by the synthetic a prior~ propositions 

••• It is directed towards action, towards the performance 

of actions good in themselves, not towards. our ~owledge of 

empirical reality1116 

It is to be noted ~ere that any individual moral 

ju\.igment is not call•3d by Kant a synthetic a priori mor:.ll 

judgment. 'Ihe categorical impe~ative is a synthetic a J;>riori 

judgment in being a test or condition for the determina~ion 

of a mor·al principle or maxim and, indirectly, of moral 

action.. An action, Kant hol9-s, possesses moral worth ·only 

when it is ~nosen, and to choose an action is not just to 

behave but to adopt a principle or maxim in doing the action. 

Only rational ~ings can follow principles and so, according 
! 

to Kant, morality is strictly an affair of rational beings; 

it is not restricted to human beings only. One of the 

fundamental ways in which Kant•s .ethical theory differs from 

that. of Hume is that: whereas morality, according to Hwne, is 

simply a hum<ih affair, the fundamental prlnl.·..i.ples of morality, 

holds Kant, are the same for. every rational being, since the 

ultimate criterion of morality, according to Kant, is 

deducible from the concept 0~ a rational being as such., Just 
i 

as Hegel holds that to be real is to be rational, so Kant 

holds that to be moral is to be rational. The categorical 
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imperative says that a rational agent ought to do such and 

such. This ·categorical imperative has been formulated in 

different ways, and let us· consider two such formulations 

to see what this imperative really determines. 

1. • Act only on that maXim whereby yoo can 1at the same 

2. 

time will that it should bec<.:me a universal law•. 

I Act as if the m~im of YOU.l· 'action were t 0 beccme by 

your will a universal law of nature• 17 • 

It is a bit difficult to see how these two formulations 

are formulatLons of exactly the same thing. Unlike the first 

formulation the second one requires us to know, Richard . 

Norman holds, th~t our m.axims of actions, when universalised, 
I 

ncould be .consistent with the empirical facts of the natural 

world in which we have to act 1118 .. If consistency with the 

facts of the world we live in is thus emphasised, the 

ultimate criterion of morality will no more be confined' 

within the principl'e of •universalisability• and that will .. . 

be something not w~ted by Kant, since in that case we will 

have only an empirical test of morality. 

An important feature, of course, is common to both ·the .. 

above two formulations. 'lhey express a relation between1 the 
\ 
i 
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l 
conc~pts 9£ •rationality• and •un~versality•., 1hey require 

. . 
that, as +ational beings, we should be able to univers·a.}.ise 

the maxims ~four actions. It is not, ·perhaps, 'unjustified 

to assert a close relution· between rationality·and 

universality. We can not show something to be reasonable

with?Ut going beyond the mere particularity of that thing. 

Moreover, .universalisability may be interpreted to mean 

consistency, and consisuency i,s 4 condition of being 

rationally justified. We are no~ rationally justified +n 

adopting an action unless we can universalise it. In aJ:,lY 

valid argument we are required to use a term in one definite 

sense in alJ,. its .occurences •. Consistency is a conditi.on of 

intelligibi ~:ity. 

Again, Kant asserts another rel·ation, a relation o:f 

identity between rational behaviour and moral behaviour·. 
I 

It is becciuse of thl.s that Kant thinks that moral distinctions 

could not be made to depend on any contingent fact abou~ 
< 

human beings, it is to be made on the sole consideration of 

man as such •. "It is reason in man, Kant holds, that makes 
0 

him a moral being ••• He held it to be evident that the 
"-· 

. c . . 

demanas of morality are peculiarly and characteristically 

unco~di tiqnal, 1 abs olu·t:e, or ••categorical•f ; that t?e 

principles of morality are invariant;. and that rnorality i 
I 

imposes !tis demanrJs on free and responsi,ble beings alon~. 
' 

If so, he argued - in direct opposition to Hume -- that 
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I 
moral distinction must be 11deri ved f.Jtom reasqn 11 ·and not .fran · 

a 11m oral sense 11 or any other feeling, sentiment, desire, or 

19 any passion. whatever 11 
• 

The identification of rational and moral behaviours can 
\.. • .I. , \.A.-'.vJ)l,~>~L 

be accepted if being.consistent~and being 'oblig~tory are not. 

different; and Kant, of course, does not ex~~~citly say this ., . 

to be the case. His categorical imperative is a negative 

test. Ac~ions whose maxims d~ not be universalised, i:.e., . 
whose maxims do not accord with.the oategori~al imperative 

are such which we ought not t0 perform, are such \'lhich are 

impermissible. 1his is also clear from the application of 

the categorical imperative to maxims. Kant has given four 

examples 0f this application. Let us consider Kant's 

second example which is 1 intended as. an example of a logical 

contradiction being involved in turning one • s maxim int·q a 

universal :law• 20 • A man needs money and he can have it only 

by promising to pay it back, though he knows that he.wcUld 

not be able to repay· it. 'lhen his maxim is J when I am.: in 

need· of mone~, I will borrow ~t and promist.. to repay it, 
0 

though I know that I shall not be able to do so. If this 

maxim·is elevated into a uniyersal law, such promises and the 
c 

purpose which they serve would become impossible. 

maxim is not moral. • 

o;)o tl)e 
! 

I 
I 
I 

Kant appears to have thought that the proposition which 

results from the universalisation of the maxim is itself 
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self-contradictory. But Copleston writely observes that it 

is difficult to see how the proposition that •anyone· who is 

in need and can obtain relief only J~y making a premise 

which he can not fulfil may make such· a pranise• is self 

,..contradictory in purely logical sense. ·But the important 

thing which is evident fran this and the other three 

examples of Kant is that in every case what the test shows 

is that this :or that maxim or action is not moral, but it. 
~ 

never identifies any maxim or action to be moral. 

Kant does not want to say that 11 all actions which do 

accord with the categorical imperative are ones wh'ich we 

ought to perform 1121 • But Kant wants to say that "there are 

positive as well as negative duties1122 • · But how can we 

identify a positive duty with the help of the categoriqal 

imperative, which is a negative test ? '!his can be done on 
I 

the assumption that a positive duty of the form •you ought 
. . . 

to do x• can be restated, Richard Norman holds, as • Fa;llure 

to do X is impermissible•~3 • 

But why should we allow· this assumption ? If 

1 impermissi9le 1 and 'obligatory• are contradictory terms, we 
r .. 

can affirm one by eliminatln<~f the oth13r. To tt1ink them 
' 

contradictory is to make a bold and unwarranted step, and 
Kant makes such a step. Kant claims, Wamock h0lds s 'that 

his test of universal acceptability withoUt conflict 
I 
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suffices to rule out certain principles as upacceptable, 
I 

but also that it definitely identifies certain principles 

--the principle of morality --as demanding acceptance 124 • 

To claim this is to make the obviously false claim that a 
. . 

proposition is true simply because there would be no 

contradiction or incon~istency in asserting it •... 'lhis 

suggests that Kant 1 s categorical imperative is not a 

synthetic a priori judgment in the sense of stating a 

condition. Of what is c:bligatory or moral.. In this sen.se, 

it does not make moral ju1gment~ posaible. It expresses 

simply a condition or test . of what is impermi"ssible and · 

does not determine what should be done. Korner25 holds: 

that Kant 1 s'principle of morality is highly relevant to the 
. . 

way in which the morality of actions is judged; but to say 

this is not to say t: hat his principle is a necessary and 

sufficient test of morality of act!on. 

But even if, for the sake of argument, we accept K9flt 1 s 

supreme principle of moralitY,, i •. e.'· the cp.tegorical 

imperative to be a condition of moral judgments, it ~)lUSt be 

different from a synthetic a priori theoretical judgment, 
:.··-

• 'II 

which has .a neces.sary reference to space and time, discussed 

by Kant in t-.11e 1 first 1 cri tiqw.e •. 

' 

~ 

.. 
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